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Listening
This classic, cogent analysis of the major theories of persuasive communication
includes many examples from advertising, the legal profession and social sciences
research.

The Dynamics of Persuasion
Why do consumers make the purchases they do, and which ones make them truly
happy? Why are consumers willing to spend huge sums of money to appear high
status? This Handbook addresses these key questions and many more. It provides
a comprehensive overview of consumer psychology, examining cutting-edge
research at the individual, interpersonal, and societal levels. Leading scholars
summarize past and current findings, and consider future lines of inquiry to deepen
our understanding of the psychology behind consumers' decision making, their
interactions with other consumers, and the effects of societal factors on
consumption. The Cambridge Handbook of Consumer Psychology will act as a
valuable guide for faculty as well as graduate and undergraduate students in
psychology, marketing, management, sociology, and anthropology.

Persuasion in Public Discourse
This groundbreaking work adopts an alternative metaphor-based approach to
challenge, unpack, and redefine our understanding of persuasion and strategic
communication and the extents to which they shape political discourse. The book’s
theoretical and methodological grounding in metaphor allows for an alternative
perspective on strategic communication but also a robust discussion of both
persuasion and other kinds of related discursive processes at work in political
communication, including narrative, identification, and ideology. The volume
integrates case studies from prominent political discourses, including those of
George W. Bush, Jr., Tony Blair, and Barack Obama, to highlight the crucial role of
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persuasion management and sustainability in the public sphere and the ways in
which it might inform political action and change in a positive way. Broadening our
perception of the possibilities of persuasion and strategic communication, this
dynamic volume is key reading for students and scholars in communication
studies, political science, rhetoric, and cognitive linguistics.

The Business of Persuasion
This new and highly readable textbook by Richard M. Perloff introduces students to
the complex world of contemporary news and its theoretical underpinnings,
engaging with debates and ethical quandaries. The book takes readers on a
concept-guided tour of the contours, continuities, and changing features of news. It
covers a huge breadth of topics including: the classic theories of what news should
do, its colorful history in America and popular myths of news, the overarching
forces involved in contemporary news gathering, critical economic determinants of
news and social system influences, and innovative trends in the future of
journalism. Drawing on scholarship in the fields of journalism studies and sociology
of news, Perloff offers readers a critical, in-depth exploration of news filled with
relevant examples from newspapers, newscasts, and social media. Students of
journalism, communication, sociology, politics, and related courses, as well as
inquisitive scholars, will find this book’s intellectual focus enriching, the writing and
examples engaging, and the thoroughness of its search of the contemporary media
scene invigorating. Boxes summarizing theory and key concepts help students to
deepen their understanding of both what news is now and its future.

The Handbook of Attitudes
Persuasion: Theory and Research, Third Edition is a comprehensive overview of
social-scientific theory and research on persuasion. Written in a clear and
accessible style that assumes no special technical background in research
methods, the Third Edition has been thoroughly revised to reflect developments in
persuasion studies. New discussions of subjects such as reactance and the use of
narratives as vehicles for persuasion, revised treatments of the theories of
reasoned action and planned behavior, and two new chapters on social judgment
theory and stage models provide your students with the most current work on
persuasion in a clear, straightforward manner. In this edition, author Daniel J.
O'Keefe has given special attention to the importance of adapting (tailoring)
messages to audiences to maximize persuasiveness. Each chapter has a set of
review questions to guide students through the chapter’s material and quickly
master the concepts being introduced.

Persuasion in Society
Emerging Media provides an understanding of media use in the expanding digital
age and fills the void of existing literature in exploring the emerging new media
use as a dynamic communication process in cyberspace. It addresses emerging
media dynamics during the second decade of online communication, the Web 2.0
era after Mosaic and Netscape. The current status of emerging media development
calls for extended exploration of how emerging media are used in different
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patterns and contexts, and this volume answers that call: it is a comprehensive
examination of emerging media evolution and concurrent social interaction. This
collection: Provides a comprehensive analysis of digital media use and online
communication with empirical data Contains both theoretical and empirical
studies, which not only test communication and related theories in the age of
digital media, but also provide new insights into important issues in digital media
use and online communication with significant theoretical advances Spotlights
studies that use a variety of research methods and approaches, including surveys,
content analysis and experiments This volume will be invaluable to researchers of
communication and new media, and will serve advanced undergraduate and
graduate students studying media and digital communication. With an
international scope, it appeals to readers around the world in all areas that utilize
new media technologies.

Persuasion Across Genres
The Science of Attitudes is the first book to integrate classic and modern research
in the field of attitudes at a scholarly level. Designed primarily for advanced
undergraduates and graduate students, the presentation of research will also be
useful for current scholars in all disciplines who are interested in how attitudes are
formed and changed. The treatment of attitudes is both thorough and unique,
taking a historical approach while simultaneously highlighting contemporary views
and controversies. The book traces attitudes research from the inception of
scientific study following World War II to the issues and methods of research that
are prominent features of today’s research. Researchers in the field of attitudes
will be particularly interested in classic and modern research on the organization,
structure, strength and function of attitudes. Researchers in the field of persuasion
will be particularly interested in work on attitude change focusing on propositional
and associative learning, metacognition and dynamic theories of dissonance,
balance and reactance. The book is designed to present the integration of the
properties of the attitude with the dynamic considerations of attitude change. The
Science of Attitudes is also the first book on attitudes to devote entire chapters to
work on implicit measurements, resistance to persuasion, and social neuroscience.

The Science of Attitudes
Elections are the means by which democratic nations determine their leaders, and
communication in the context of elections has the potential to shape people's
beliefs, attitudes, and actions. Thus, electoral persuasion is one of the most
important political processes in any nation that regularly holds elections. Moreover,
electoral persuasion encompasses not only what happens in an election but also
what happens before and after, involving candidates, parties, interest groups, the
media, and the voters themselves. This volume surveys the vast political science
literature on this subject, emphasizing contemporary research and topics and
encouraging cross-fertilization among research strands. A global roster of authors
provides a broad examination of electoral persuasion, with international
perspectives complementing deep coverage of U.S. politics. Major areas of
coverage include: general models of political persuasion; persuasion by parties,
candidates, and outside groups; media influence; interpersonal influence; electoral
persuasion across contexts; and empirical methodologies for understanding
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electoral persuasion.

The Oxford Handbook of Electoral Persuasion
Listening takes an experiential approach to listening instruction, providing
extensive applications and cases within the context of a sound theoretical
framework. The text encourages students to view listening as a process involving
six interrelated components which are developed along the parallel dimensions of
theory and skill building. Within the unifying theoretical framework of the HURIER
model, students develop an understanding of the listening process and gain
powerful listening skills. The fifth edition continues to explore the impact of culture,
technology, and globalization, and raises timely ethical questions to promote
students’ consideration of the responsibilities associated with listening in today’s
complex world. Self-assessment, activities, and case studies further distinguish this
engaging text. Students will readily recognize the important role listening plays in
helping them achieve their personal and professional goals while they become
more engaged and informed citizens.

The Persuasion Handbook
This book provides a needed survey of a truly remarkable number of different
theoretical approaches to the related phenomena of attitude and belief change. It
focuses on variable perspective theory which is far more deserving of attention
than the present level of research activity.

Visual Rhetoric
Persuasion in Society introduces readers to the rich tapestry of persuasive
technique and scholarship, interweaving rhetorical, critical theory, and social
science traditions. This text examines current and classical theory through the lens
of contemporary culture, encouraging readers to explore the nature of persuasion
and to understand its impact in their lives. Employing a contemporary approach,
authors Herbert W. Simons and Jean G. Jones draw from popular culture, mass
media, and social media to help readers become informed creators and consumers
of persuasive messages. This introductory persuasion text offers: A broad-based
approach to the scope of persuasion, expanding students’ understanding of what
persuasion is and how it is effected Insights on the diversity of persuasion in
action, through such contexts as advertising, marketing, political campaigns,
activism and social movements, and negotiation in social conflicts The inclusion of
"sender" and "receiver" perspectives, enhancing understanding of persuasion in
practice Extended treatment of the ethics of persuasion, featuring opposing views
on handling controversial issues in the college classroom for enhanced instruction.
Case studies showing how and why people fall for persuasive messages,
demonstrating how persuasion works at a cognitive level Highlights of this second
edition include: An extensively revised approach, written with the needs of today’s
undergraduate students in mind Contemporary examples, selected for relevance,
currency, and appeal Updated discussions of theory and research, including
cognitive psychology and neuroscience Current illustrations from advertising,
politics, social movements, propaganda, and other sources. To reinforce the topics
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covered in each chapter, discussion questions, exercises, and key terms are
included. Additional resources are available on the Companion Website
(www.routledge.com/textbooks/simons), along with materials for instructors,
including supplements for lectures and sample exam questions.

The Dynamics of Persuasion
The pictures in television commercials, magazine advertisements and other forms
of advertising often convey meanings that cannot be expressed as well, or at all,
through words or music. Visual Persuasion is an exploration of the uniquely visual
aspects of advertising. Because of the implicit nature of visual argumentation and
the relative lack of social accountability which images enjoy in comparison with
words, pictures can be used to make advertising claims that would be
unacceptable if spelled out verbally. Taking this as a starting point, Paul Messaris
analyzes a variety of commercial, political and social issue advertisements. He also
discusses the role of images in cross-cultural advertising.

Weaponized Words
Resistance and Persuasion is the first book to analyze the nature of resistance and
demonstrate how it can be reduced, overcome, or used to promote persuasion. By
examining resistance, and providing strategies for overcoming it, this new book
generates insight into new facets of influence and persuasion. With contributions
from the leaders in the field, this book presents original ideas and research that
demonstrate how understanding resistance can improve persuasion, compliance,
and social influence. Many of the authors present their research for the first time.
Four faces of resistance are identified: reactance, distrust, scrutiny, and inertia.
The concluding chapter summarizes the book's theoretical contributions and
establishes a resistance-based research agenda for persuasion and attitude
change. This new book helps to establish resistance as a legitimate sub-field of
persuasion that is equal in force to influence. Resistance and Persuasion offers
many new revelations about persuasion: *Acknowledging resistance helps to
reduce it. *Raising reactance makes a strong message more persuasive. *Putting
arguments into a narrative increases their influence. *Identifying illegitimate
sources of information strengthens the influence of legitimate sources. *Looking
ahead reduces resistance to persuasive attempts. This volume will appeal to
researchers and students from a variety of disciplines including social, cognitive,
and health psychology, communication, marketing, political science, journalism,
and education.

The Dynamics of Persuasion
How do you get people to see things your way? Whether you're trying to secure a
promotion, make a sale, or rally support for a new idea, the ability to persuade
those around you is absolutely essential to success. Merging research and realworld application, this insightful guide reveals what really drives decisions and
introduces readers to the persuasion equation-a powerful combination of factors
proven to speed agreement. Readers will discover the surprising reasons people
say "yes" and learn how to: Radiate an aura of expertise * Win trust and leverage
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credibility * Build a business case that appeals to both heart and mind * Adapt for
personality, gender, and generational differences * Use language strategically *
Perfect the five-step persuasion process * Generate group buy-in * Master
organizational politics * And more From crafting compelling emails to convincing a
colleague to nailing the big presentation, Persuasion Equation is your personal
recipe for success.

The Dynamics of Conflict Resolution
Strengthen your understanding of the persuasive mechanisms used by terrorist
groups and how they are effective in order to defeat them. Weaponized Words
applies existing theories of persuasion to domains unique to this digital era, such
as social media, YouTube, websites, and message boards to name but a few.
Terrorists deploy a range of communication methods and harness reliable
communication theories to create strategic messages that persuade peaceful
individuals to join their groups and engage in violence. While explaining how they
accomplish this, the book lays out a blueprint for developing counter-messages
perfectly designed to conquer such violent extremism and terrorism. Using this
basis in persuasion theory, a socio-scientific approach is generated to fight terrorist
propaganda and the damage it causes.

The Dynamics of Persuasion
"Persuasive Messages is a guide to successful persuasion, providing a balance
between theory and application. Firmly grounded in decades of research in the
field, it offers a new approach using the Elaboration Likelihood Model to help
readers understand how to construct effective persuasive messages. This model,
so often neglected in other texts on persuasion, places a special emphasis on
audience, and how they react to, or process, persuasive messages. With its
balance between theory and practice, the works diligently to relate these concepts
to the reader through diverse examples. Persuasive Messages makes it clear ho
students, as persuaders, can use the ideas from the book in the messages they
create to achieve their goals."--Cover.

Psychology 2e
This edition provides readers with a comprehensive, up-to-date look into the field
of public communication campaigns. It includes a variety of recent campaign
dimensions, such as community-orientated and entertainment-education
campaigns.

The Dynamics of Intergroup Communication
The Dynamics of Intergroup Communication provides a timely and comprehensive
review of work at the intersection of intergroup relations and communication.
Chapters written by experts in the field overview current research and present
directions for the future. The book is divided into sections addressing specific
groups, intergroup communication processes, and core contexts in which
intergroup communication occurs. Written in an engaging and accessible manner,
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and featuring short yet detailed chapters, the book should appeal to scholars
looking for a broad overview of this growing area, as well as being appropriate for
use as a text in undergraduate and graduate classes.

Metaphor and Persuasion in Strategic Communication
In modern politics as well as in historical times, character attacks abound. Words
and images, like symbolic and psychological weapons, have sullied or destroyed
numerous reputations. People mobilize significant material and psychological
resources to defend themselves against such attacks. How does character
assassination "work," and when does it not? Why do many targets fall so easily
when they are under character attack? How can one prevent attacks and defend
against them? The Routledge Handbook of Character Assassination and Reputation
Management offers the first comprehensive examination of character
assassination. Moving beyond studying corporate reputation management and how
public figures enact and maintain their reputation, this lively volume offers a
framework and cases to help understand, critically analyze, and effectively defend
against such attacks. Written by an international and interdisciplinary team of
experts, the book begins with a theoretical introduction and extensive description
of the "five pillars" of character assassination: (1) the attacker, (2) the target, (3)
the media, (4) the public, and (5) the context. The remaining chapters present
engaging case studies suitable for class discussion. These include: Roman
emperors; Reformation propaganda; the Founding Fathers; defamation in US
politics; women politicians; autocratic regimes; European leaders; celebrities;
nations; Internet campaigns. This handbook will prove invaluable to undergraduate
and postgraduate students in communication, political science, history, sociology,
and psychology departments. It will also help researchers become independent,
critical, and informed thinkers capable of avoiding the pressure and manipulations
of the media.

Emerging Media
This updated and expanded edition of Persuasive Communication offers a
comprehensive introduction to persuasion and real-world decision making. Drawing
on empirical research from social psychology, neuroscience, business
communication research, cognitive science, and behavioral economics, Young
reveals the thought processes of many different audiences—from investors to
CEOs—to help students better understand why audiences make the decisions they
make and how to influence them. The book covers a broad range of
communication techniques, richly illustrated with compelling examples, including
resumes, speeches, and slide presentations, to help students recognize persuasive
methods that do, and do not, work. A detailed analysis of the emotions and biases
that go into decision making arms students with perceptive insights into human
behavior and helps them apply this understanding with various decision-making
aids. Students will learn how to impact potential employers, clients, and other
audiences essential to their success. This book will prove fascinating to many, and
especially useful for students of persuasion, rhetoric, and business communication.

Persuasion Equation
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This new handbook presents, synthesizes, and integrates the existing knowledge of
methods, theories, and data in attitudes. The editors' goal is to promote an
understanding of the broader principles underlying attitudes across several
disciplines. Divided into three parts: one on definitions and methods; another on
the relations of attitudes with beliefs, behavior, and affect; and a final one that
integrates these relations into the broader areas of cognitive processes,
communication and persuasion, social influence, and applications, the handbook
also features an innovative chapter on implicit versus explicit attitudes. With
contributions from the top specialists, this handbook features unique collaborations
between researchers, some who have never before worked together. Every writer
was encouraged to work from as unbiased a perspective as possible. A "must
have" for researchers in the areas of social, political, health, clinical, counseling,
and consumer psychology, marketing, and communication, the handbook will also
serve as an excellent reference for advanced courses on attitudes in a variety of
departments.

Resistance and Persuasion
Explains how and when public and non-public warnings about future conflicts affect
decision-making in Western states and international organisations.

Persuasive Messages
Scholars in many of the disciplines surrounding politics explicitly utilize either a
narrative perspective or a metaphor perspective (though rarely the two in
combination) to analyze issues -- theoretical and practical, domestic and
international -- in the broad field of politics. Among the topics they have studied
are: competing metaphors for the state or nation which have been coined over the
centuries in diverse cultures; the frequency with which communal and international
conflicts are generated, at least in part, by the clashing religious and historical
narratives held by opposing groups; the cognitive short-cuts employing metaphor
by which citizens make sense of politics; the need for political candidates to project
a convincing self-narrative; the extent to which the metaphors used to formulate
social issues determine the policies which will be developed to resolve them; the
failure of narratives around the security of the nation to take account of the
individual experiences of women and children. This volume is the first in which
eminent scholars from disciplines as diverse as social psychology, anthropology,
political theory, international relations, feminist political science, and media
studies, have sought to integrate the narrative and the metaphor perspectives on
politics. It will appeal to any scholar interested in the many ways in which narrative
and metaphor function in combination as cognitive and rhetorical instruments in
discourse around politics.

The Cambridge Handbook of Consumer Psychology
The Dynamics of Persuasion has been a staple resource for teaching persuasion for
nearly two decades. Author Richard M. Perloff speaks to students in a style that is
engaging and informational, explaining key theories and research as well as
providing timely and relevant examples. The companion website includes materials
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for both students and instructors and expanding the pedagogical utilities. The sixth
edition includes: updated theoretical and applied research in a variety of areas,
including framing, inoculation, and self-affirmation; new studies of health
campaigns; expanded coverage of social media marketing; enhanced discussion of
the Elaboration Likelihood Model in light of continued research and new
applications to everyday persuasion. The fundamentals of the book – emphasis on
theory, clear-cut explanation of findings, in-depth discussion of persuasion
processes and effects, and easy-to-follow real-world applications – continue in the
sixth edition.

The Dynamics of News
“A wonderfully personal account of the thoughts behind a lifelong focus on the
reputation of corporations around the world. Candid and
straightforward.”—Huffington Post Harold Burson, described by PRWeek as “the
[20th] century’s most influential PR figure,” is perhaps the most recognized name
in the industry today. The founder of PR giant Burson-Marsteller had an incredible
70-year career, in which he built a global enterprise from a one-man consulting
firm. In this illuminating and engaging business memoir, Burson traces his career
from studying at Ole Miss to serving in World War II, reporting on the Nuremburg
trials, and joining with Bill Marsteller. Together, he and Marsteller made history in a
new venture that would grow to be one of the biggest public relations companies in
the world, with over 60 offices on six continents. By way of personal and
professional examples, Burson shows readers what public relations really
entails—its challenges, methodologies, and impacts. His anecdotes on PR
challenges like the “Tylenol crisis,” the removal of confederate flags from Ole Miss,
and the introduction of “New Coke” illustrate Burson’s time-tested tenets of great
PR and crisis management. He interweaves iconic moments from the history of
public relations into his story, making this “a must-read for any PR professional”
(Jack Welch, executive chairman, Jack Welch Management Institute). “Every detail
of Harold’s professional life is brought alive through an interesting narrative of the
highs and lows . . . There is loads of inspiration hidden in every page for everyone.
Be it a reader with no interest in Public Relations or a veteran who wants to
understand more about the profession.”—Reputation Today

Communication and Emotion
The Persuasion Handbook provides readers with cogent, comprehensive
summaries of research in a wide range of areas related to persuasion. From a
topical standpoint, this handbook takes an interdisciplinary approach, covering
issues of interest to interpersonal and mass communication researchers as well as
psychologists and public health practitioners. Persuasion is presented in this
volume on a micro to macro continuum, moving from chapters on cognitive
processes, the individual, and theories of persuasion to chapters highlighting
broader social factors and phenomena related to persuasion, such as social
context and larger scale persuasive campaigns. Each chapter identifies key
challenges to the area and lays out research strategies for addressing those
challenges.
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Persuasion
Persuasion, in its various linguistic forms, enters our lives daily. Politicians and the
news media attempt to change or confirm our beliefs, while advertisers try to bend
our tastes toward buying their products. Persuasion goes on in courtrooms,
universities, and the business world. Persuasion pervades interpersonal relations in
all social spheres, public and private. And persuasion reaches us via a large
number of genres and their intricate interplay.This volume brings together nine
chapters which investigate some of the typical genres of modern persuasion. Using
both quantitative and qualitative methods, the authors explore the linguistic
features of successful (and unsuccessful) persuasion and the reasons for the
variation of persuasive choices as realized in various genres: business
negotiations, judicial argumentation, political speech, advertising, newspaper
editorials, and news writing. In the final chapter, the editors tie together the two
themes — persuasion and genres — by proposing an Intergenre Model. This model
assumes that a powerful force behind generic evolution is the perennial need for
implicit persuasion.

Warning about War
Persuasive Communication
Explains how we use our communicating processes to generate behaviours which
unconsciously stand out on their own and speak for themselves. Covering
everything from the sales process through to the close, the text considers the
human communication processes present in a wide range of situations.

Public Communication Campaigns
Visual images, artifacts, and performances play a powerful part in shaping U.S.
culture. To understand the dynamics of public persuasion, students must
understand this “visual rhetoric.” This rich anthology contains 20 exemplary
studies of visual rhetoric, exploring an array of visual communication forms, from
photographs, prints, television documentary, and film to stamps, advertisements,
and tattoos. In material original to this volume, editors Lester C. Olson, Cara A.
Finnegan, and Diane S. Hope present a critical perspective that links visuality and
rhetoric, locates the study of visual rhetoric within the disciplinary framework of
communication, and explores the role of the visual in the cultural space of the
United States. Enhanced with these critical editorial perspectives, Visual Rhetoric:
A Reader in Communication and American Culture provides a conceptual
framework for students to understand and reflect on the role of visual
communication in the cultural and public sphere of the United States. Key Features
and Benefits Five broad pairs of rhetorical action—performing and seeing;
remembering and memorializing; confronting and resisting; commodifying and
consuming; governing and authorizing—introduce students to the ways visual
images and artifacts become powerful tools of persuasion Each section opens with
substantive editorial commentary to provide readers with a clear conceptual
framework for understanding the rhetorical action in question, and closes with
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discussion questions to encourage reflection among the essays The collection
includes a range of media, cultures, and time periods; covers a wide range of
scholarly approaches and methods of handling primary materials; and attends to
issues of gender, race, sexuality and class Contributors include: Thomas Benson;
Barbara Biesecker; Carole Blair; Dan Brouwer; Dana Cloud; Kevin Michael DeLuca;
Anne Teresa Demo; Janis L. Edwards; Keith V. Erickson; Cara A. Finnegan; Bruce
Gronbeck; Robert Hariman; Christine Harold; Ekaterina Haskins; Diane S. Hope;
Judith Lancioni; Margaret R. LaWare; John Louis Lucaites; Neil Michel; Charles E.
Morris III; Lester C. Olson; Shawn J. Parry-Giles; Ronald Shields; John M. Sloop;
Nathan Stormer; Reginald Twigg and Carol K. Winkler “This book significantly
advances theory and method in the study of visual rhetoric through its
comprehensive approach and wise separations of key conceptual components.”
—Julianne H. Newton, University of Oregon

Persuasive Communication
This Handbook of Visual Communication explores the key theoretical areas and
research methods of visual communication. With chapters contributed by many of
the best-known and respected scholars in visual communication, this volume
brings together significant and influential work in the discipline. The second edition
of this already-classic text has been completely revised to reflect the
metamorphosis of communication in the last fifteen years and the ubiquity of
visual communication in our modern mediated lifestyle. Thirteen major theories of
communication are defined by the top experts in their fields: perception, cognition,
aesthetics, visual rhetoric, semiotics, cultural studies, ethnography, narrative,
media aesthetics, digital media, intertextuality, ethics, and visual literacy. Each of
these theory chapters is followed by an exemplar study or two in the area,
demonstrating the various methods used in visual communication research as well
as the research approaches applicable for specific media types. The Handbook
serves as an invaluable reference for visual communication theory as well as a
useful resource book of research methods in the discipline. It defines the current
state of theory and research in visual communication and serves as a foundation
for future scholarship and study. The Handbook of Visual Communication is a
theoretical and methodological handbook for visual communication researchers
and a compilation for much of the theoretical background necessary to understand
visual communication. It is required reading for scholars, researchers, and
advanced students in visual communication, and it will be influential in other
disciplines such as advertising, persuasion, and media studies. The volume will
also be essential to media practitioners seeking to understand the visual aspects of
how audiences use media to contribute to more effective use of each specific
medium.

Warring with Words
This book approaches persuasion in public discourse as a rhetorical phenomenon
that enables the persuader to appeal to the addressee’s intellectual and emotional
capacities in a competing public environment. The aim is to investigate persuasive
strategies from the overlapping perspectives of cognitive and functional linguistics.
Both qualitative and quantitative analyses of authentic data (including English,
Czech, Spanish, Slovene, Russian, and Hungarian) are grounded in the frameworks
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of functional grammar, facework and rapport management, classical rhetoric
studies and multimodal discourse analysis and are linked to the constructs of
(re)framing, conceptual metaphor and blending, mental space and viewpoint. In
addition to traditional genres such as political speeches, news reporting, and
advertising, the book also studies texts that examine book reviews, medieval
medical recipes, public complaints or anonymous viral videos. Apart from discourse
analysts, pragmaticians and cognitive linguists, this book will appeal to cognitive
musicologists, semioticians, historical linguists and scholars of related disciplines.

Persuasion Engineering
This collection serves two important functions: it synthesizes theory and research
in the vital and vibrant area of communication and emotion, and it highlights the
scholarly work and contributions of Dolf Zillmann, the preeminent contributor to
this area of inquiry. As one of the most productive and influential scholars in the
annals of communication inquiry, Zillmann is well known for his contributions in the
areas of communication, emotion, media effects, and aggression. Editors Jennings
Bryant, David Roskos-Ewoldsen, and Joanne Cantor have collected groundbreaking
essays from scholars active in the field, all of whom studied under or worked with
Zillmann during his exemplary career. The contributions included here
acknowledge the significance of Zillmann's work and identify many of the
intellectual streams that contributed to his scholarship. Utilizing both psychology
and communication perspectives, this volume covers the current literature in
communication and emotion, with a focus on key theories, media effects, and
entertainment theory. As a comprehensive synthesis of theory and research in
communication and emotion, it will be of great interest to scholars in
communication theory, cognitive and social psychology, and psychophysiology.
With a concluding state-of-the-art chapter by Dolf Zillmann himself, this volume
offers a thorough and distinctive examination of communication and emotion
scholarship, and it will serve as an invaluable resource for current and future
generations of scholars.

Webs of Influence
Politicians and Rhetoric
As legions of businesses scramble to set up virtual-shop, we face an
unprecedented level of competition to win over and keep new customers online. At
the forefront of this battleground is your ability to connect with your customers,
nurture your relationships and understand the psychology behind what makes
them click. In this book The Web Psychologist, Nathalie Nahai, expertly draws from
the worlds of psychology, neuroscience and behavioural economics to bring you
the latest developments, cutting edge techniques and fascinating insights that will
lead to online success. Webs of Influence delivers the tools you need to develop a
compelling, influential and profitable online strategy which will catapult your
business to the next level – with dazzling results.

Routledge Handbook of Character Assassination and
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Reputation Management
The Dynamics of Persuasion has been a staple resource for teaching persuasion for
nearly two decades. Author Richard M. Perloff speaks to students in a style that is
engaging and informational, explaining key theories and research as well as
providing timely and relevant examples. The companion website includes materials
for both students and instructors and expanding the pedagogical utilities. The sixth
edition includes: updated theoretical and applied research in a variety of areas,
including framing, inoculation, and self-affirmation; new studies of health
campaigns; expanded coverage of social media marketing; enhanced discussion of
the Elaboration Likelihood Model in light of continued research and new
applications to everyday persuasion. The fundamentals of the book – emphasis on
theory, clear-cut explanation of findings, in-depth discussion of persuasion
processes and effects, and easy-to-follow real-world applications – continue in the
sixth edition.

Handbook of Visual Communication
This empowering guide goes beyond observable techniques to offer a close look at
the creative internal processes--both cognitive and psychological--that successful
mediators and other conflict resolvers draw upon.

Elements of Effective Communication
Persuasion is one of the oldest fields of academic study -- it dates back thousands
of years. In our own era, persuasion has been studied primarily by means of the
theories and methods of social science research. Numerous scholars have made
contributions to our knowledge of persuasion, and the field has generated a wealth
of intriguing concepts and an impressive body of knowledge on persuasion
processes and effects. Persuasion is not simply a science, however -- it is also an
art. Today there is a burgeoning persuasion industry that includes advertising,
sales, public relations, political consulting firms, and a host of private and public
companies that seek to change attitudes and influence social behaviors. USE
SECOND PARAGRAPH ONLY FOR GENERAL CATALOGS Written to enhance students'
understanding of persuasion theory and its applications to everyday situations, this
book presents an up-to-date review of persuasion theory and research. Attempting
to show students how these theories can deepen our understanding of how
persuasion is practiced in a variety of real-life situations, it is designed as a text for
undergraduate students who wish to know more about concepts of "attitude" and
"persuasion," as well as introducing graduate students to theory and research in
the field of persuasion. With a broad look at persuasion research, this volume
examines psychological approaches to persuasion, interpersonal communication
theories, and the interface between persuasion and mass communication, in
particular mass media information campaigns. It examines research on cognitive
processing of persuasive messages, compliance-gaining in interpersonal contexts,
and the effects of large-scale health communication campaigns.

Visual Persuasion
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This book analyzes the rhetoric of speeches by major British or American
politicians and shows how metaphor is used systematically to create political
myths of monsters, villains and heroes. Metaphors are shown to interact with other
figures of speech to communicate subliminal meanings by drawing on the
unconscious emotional association of words.

Attitudes And Persuasion
La vida y el ministerio de Jesucristo. Este volumen es el primero de tres sobre el
Nuevo Testamento. Abarca la vida de Cristo, desde la selección premortal como el
Cordero de Dios a través de Su nacimiento e infancia. Luego seguimos al Maestro
durante el primer año de Su ministerio, de como es tentado, bautizado, hace
milagros, selecciona a los Doce Apóstoles, y luego enseña con parábolas y en el
Sermón de la Montaña durante el segundo año de Su ministerio, Él enseña el
sermón del Pan de Vida, se transfigura y otorga las llaves del sacerdocio a los
Doce. Termina el segundo año de Su ministerio en Jerusalén, donde se declara a Si
mismo la Luz del Mundo, el Hijo de Dios y el Mesías. La cubierta exhibe la imagen
clásica de "El Sermón de la Montaña", pintado por Carl Heinrich Bloch en 1890.
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